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They will stop at nothing to keep the truth hidden, knowing it could shatter the fabric of religious order worldwide and rewrite history as we know it. He stirs my desires, a dark, delicious, and dangerous man destined to hurt me and leave me. Growing into manhood, rather, a responsible father, after his childish journey causes him to lose a life—the
four seasons that we all must endure reveal why all the colorful loves that entered this man-child’s life triggered the fallout between him and his one pure love, his daughter. Click here to see all available books by Michele Venne on Amazon. Or so it seems. He won’t be fooled again. 5.0 stars on 7 reviews Business Regular price $2.99. He’s been fooled
before by a woman and it cost him everything and everyone he loved. I loved him. Each book in this series is fun, flirty, packed with loads of delicious steam to melt your Kindle, and a beautiful happily ever after that will have you crying tears of joy. The setting is a small upstate New York town with a centuries-long tradition of live and let live
smuggling across the lake it shares with French Quebec. And I love him too much to stop. It is like understanding the gravity force, the one who understands the gravity force understands marriage. And now… Now he’s also put a baby in me. Looking for NEW RELEASES? But I see in his eyes he doesn’t care. But when their presence releases an evil
from another realm, it threatens to destroy not only what is left of Talidith, but the entire world. And leave it to Queeny, Stacey’s cat, to always be where she shouldn’t be, doing what she shouldn’t be doing, and causing more trouble than one cat should be able to cause, even in nine lifetimes. May 2: Monday’s Best New Free Kindle Books The Best
Free Kindle Books on Amazon delivered daily to your inbox since 2009! Enjoy these Free Books for Kindle (limited time offer). Hauling herself from the lake, the rainwater coats her skin: churning from transparent into disparate dark colours. Trouble begins when a poxed corpse floats to the top of a nearby lake and an autopsy reveals it to be riddled
with deadly toxin. Without being a primer on Stoic philosophy, the book is here to help you integrate its basic principles into your everyday experiences. They may have been stern-faced gentlemen, but the fact remains, many who have incorporated Stoicism into their daily lives report that they can face life’s challenges with greater equanimity… and
are happier as a result. It ended with terminal actions and lies and a murky affirmation he’d done the right thing. And if so, who is the puppet master? Stir in one hunky computer geek to try to save the day… When the small marketing firm where Stacey is employed suddenly closes, the door to her personal dream of becoming a romance writer opens.
You’ll love this edge of your seat thrill ride, because Case is a flawed hero we can all cheer for until the last page. Your Daily Dose Of Stoic Wisdom is a 30-day guide to practicing the foundational tenets of Stoicism. “A powerful and brutally honest look at the impact of drugs and alcohol on the psyche of one’s mind and life, Words and Graphics: The
Four Seasons of Love is a must-read for anyone who enjoys experimental storytelling and creative narrative styles. In this book, you will meet characters who face this exact question. One is captured, the other on the run. This book will encourage you, guide you, or prompt you to lead your teams effectively during and post-pandemic. This is the first
book of a new epic fantasy series, set in the medieval world of Rapria. If you love action-adventure and the bond of family and friendship, then you’ll enjoy this riveting space opera with visits to faraway planets and the tying of lives into the tapestry of the universe. If so… … Order Your Copy and Become The Leader Your Team Needs! The Best of the
New Free eBooks for Kindle. At a young age, Cassandra is forced to defend Azure Blue. So let’s step into this adventure together! Click here to see all available books by Terry Lister on Amazon. Enter Case Lee, with lethal spy organizations in hot pursuit. 4.6 stars on 1,479 reviews Contemporary Romance Book 1 of 3: The Carter Island Trilogy
*READERS’ FAVORITE INTERNATIONAL BOOK AWARD SILVER MEDALISTS* Three Siblings. Pregnant with My Roommate’s Dad is Book 10 in my Forbidden Temptations series. Can Marisa find it within her to let go of the past and embrace a new future for herself? Science Fiction Romance Regular price $7.99. Initially unable to leave the waters,
she births small dragons which feed upon the townspeople: gaining sustenance from their endeavours. I still love him and I fear he will save me just to leave me bleeding one last time. Regular price $4.99. He’s the only one who can keep me alive. Lassiter’s symptoms of the brain disease CTE worsen, even as Melissa Gold, his doctor and lover,
performs experimental treatments. It is imperative to apply them all in our daily living just as the water we drink, the food we eat and going to the bathroom activities are essential to do daily to survive. A mysterious discovery that would change the global balance of power. But when an unstoppable enemy returns threatening the destroy their world,
the Pennymores must set off on a quest taking them inside hidden mystical realms, confronting ancient challenges, and forcing them to step closer to the heroes they are destined to be. 4.3 stars on 60 reviews Mystery. (Omaha) Click here to see all available books by Eric Koester on Amazon. Taylor The Best of the New Free eBooks for Kindle. Based
on my research, I have seen three fundamental themes that constitute successful leadership behaviors during a crisis: Empathy Agility Resilience With this book, you will have an in-depth understanding of the above three leadership pillars with practical applications and concrete examples to bring greater empathy, agility, and resilience to your
workplace every day. Now, I’m engaged to another man, a brutal man I’m trapped into marrying, when to my shock, Savage returns home. On sale for $2.99! Will the Alliance be victorious, or will the High Council crumble? 4.5 stars on 603 reviews Romance. She’s been burned before. Son of a mafia kingpin. If you enjoy Nicole Ellis, Kay Correll,
Elana Johnson, or Hope Holloway, you’ll enjoy Pat Adeff’s The Romance Writer and the Geek. Shifters, vampire, elementals, witches, fae… we all have our weakness, our curses, our wars to wage and battles to fight. If you survived the burning of King’s Landing, please give this one a miss… The Best of the New Free eBooks for Kindle. Even if your
organization is running smoothly, there is always room for improvement. Together with her special A.I friend Jerry, Elizabeth uses her bithoughtculars to dive into children’s minds, helping them resolve their anxieties, outbursts, angers, and discomforts. April 27: Wednesday’s Best New Free Kindle Books The Best Free Kindle Books on Amazon
delivered daily to your inbox since 2009! Enjoy these Free Books for Kindle (limited time offer). No one can douse the fire stewing in the depths of her heart. New Releases 4/20 – 5/03/2022 Priced between $0.99 – $6.99 on Amazon. No one knows that more than me, Candace Marks, the woman he left bleeding from the heart. Problem is…there’s not a
scrap of forensic evidence, and the defense lawyers are the crafty team of Steve Solomon and Victoria Lord. From harrowing experiences with border police, to day-long travel on crowded mini-buses, Lister’s accounts of daily life shed light on the real side of Africa. The Savage Series: Savage Hunger Savage Burn Savage Love Savage Ending Click
here to see all available books in the Tall, Dark, and Deadly (Walker Security) series by Lisa Renee Jones on Amazon. Burnt out and on the edge of a nervous breakdown, she’s taking refuge on Massachusetts’ tiny Carter Island. Can anyone be truly happy all of the time? As well fidelity, love, romanticism, respect, and communication play major roles
in marriage relationships. Whether that is in our own lives, in the lives of our family and friends, in our community, or across the world – we all want to have a meaningful impact on the people and places that matter most to us. When we were friends. Especially when one begins to suspect the other and the catalyst is an ex-girlfriend they have in
common. Appointed to prosecute a murder case, Lassiter vows to take down a prominent surgeon accused of killing his wife. These are proven winners based upon user reviews. The importance of nurturing each other with the prior elements are essential to be applied in our marriages. Then she bumps into gorgeous Nate Carter, and everything
changes. Book 4 of 13: Tall, Dark, and Deadly (Walker Security) Kyle, one of the alpha men of Walker Security, is hot, bothered, and intense, and when Myla lands in his line of fire, she’ll soon learn her secrets, and her passion, belong to him, from New York Times bestselling author Lisa Renee Jones. Spies of every stripe come out of the woodwork,
chasing the same objective. Click here to see all available books in the Lassiter, Solomon & Lord Legal Thrillers by Paul Levine on Amazon. If you’ve always wanted to stop overthinking and anxiety, build toward your dreams, and feel more confident in your skin but can never shake off your inner critic, then keep reading… Are you sick and tired of
overthinking everything and feeling insecure, disappointed, and demotivated afterward? When her brother vanishes in the night, along with all she thought to be true of magic, Parker Pennymore must unmask family secrets, travel far beyond the castle walls, and convince her sisters to break a few laws along the way – but what’s a hero’s journey
without a little rebellion? Created first as a bedtime story with his daughters, The Pennymores explores a world where all writing has been banned for centuries (a setting inspired by the true-life events of Nobel Prize winner Malala Yousafzai). Stained glass artist Callie Davis is in desperate need of a vacation. Epic Fantasy. Buy The Romance Writer
and the Geek for all the emotional highs, lows, and in-between’s that love seems to bring into daily life for all of us, blended with a dash of humor and spice. Organizational surveys are a powerful tool – they help managers determine appropriate HR strategies, understand employee experience and employee engagement, and gauge the overall work
environment. Lister showcases his experiences of travel so that you can step boldly along your own path and plot an adventure into West Africa knowing what to expect and how to handle it. And, while you may not know celebrities, you read enough about them to know that for them too, happiness is a transient state. Solomon & Lord in Court.★★ No
witness? Romance, Single Women Fiction, Clean Romance Take your basic wanna-be romance writer – with writer’s block. The author introduces a leadership framework to overcome the great resignation and drive sustainable results. Click here to see all available books by Blake York on Amazon. Fantasy. Serenity Heath Connolly. 4.8 stars on 79
reviews Thriller / Action & Adventure Regular price $3.99. If so, then Overthinking Is Not the Solution is for you. My best friend literally lives with me. David, grieving for his lost wife, returns to Malsham: a town filled with romantic, sexual, and criminal lives. 4.3 stars on 8 reviews Young Adult Expert child psychologist Ofer Cohn’s first children’s
novel delivers a smart, spunky, and creative story about dealing with our emotions. Lead the Right Way has been designed to help you make an investment in yourself and become the next generation leader that your organization needs. Listed below are selected free Books from our Top 100 Best Free Kindle Books list. Enjoy the best free books for
Kindle to read with our new list of freebies for Monday. 4.7 stars on 5 reviews Contemporary Romantic Suspense, Action-Adventure Regular price $4.99. The same way nurturing our spouses with all of these aforementioned elements are vital ingredients required to survive your marriage relationship. What would leadership in the post-pandemic
era require? New Book Releases for April We are highlighting two exciting New Book Releases for April 2022 from our New Book Releases List (click to see all the new releases). An unimaginable horror. Add in the pressure from her mother that Stacey should be more like her older sister – married and with kids – some days it all just seems to be too
much to bear. He does not sugarcoat the experience of travelling in these countries. Acclaimed author Robert J. No body? Sometimes it returns hungry for revenge. Alone, she must brave the secret missions and Gestapo interrogations of a 1940s Parisian resistance girl. As they discover the truth of the Prophecy, they must decide if they’re strong
enough to endure the truth. April 30: Saturday’s Best New Free Kindle Books The Best Free Kindle Books on Amazon delivered to your inbox since 2009! Enjoy these Free Books for Kindle (limited time offer). But it has been sealed by a mad king, and entry is punishable by death. Greek triremes approach the shores of Cassandra’s kingdom, home of
the Amazon nymphs, threatening a sea battle. Live your marriage with a peace of mind, with happiness and free of resentment. Despite her father’s status as a US Senator, she’s caught in the middle of a web of lies, greed, and political desires. Yet sometimes the past won’t remain buried as it should. My life is in his hands, and it turns out my
pleasure is too. Rain deluges the region. Savage who I haven’t heard from in years. 4.8 stars on 22 reviews Historical Fiction Regular price $3.99. Aimed at children ages 8-12, The Secret Thoughts Lab is a must-read book for both children and parents, combining a touching adventure story with the world of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT). 5.0
stars on 12 reviews Wealth Management, Finance, Business & Money We all want to make a difference. She’s caught in the middle. In the centuries that follow, no-one is held responsible. He must not only protect the archaeologist as they embark on a dangerous journey through Europe’s most iconic ruins—but he must help her find a mystical relic
with ties to an ancient royal dynasty—one so powerful that it ruled the continent after the fall of the Roman Empire. Click here to see all available books in the Tall, Dark, and Deadly (Walker Security) series by Lisa Renee Jones on Amazon. After four endless months, tourists have packed their bags and headed for the mainland. From Silicon Valley to
Idaho’s wilderness to South America and back, it’s a wild roller-coaster ride filled to the brim with intrigue, shadow players, and deadly geopolitical chess moves. Myla is beautiful, a dove with clipped wings, captive by the wolf, a vicious and powerful man. Especially one… In 1692, Lucy was burned as a witch to conceal his crime: the ravaging fire
destroying every aspect of her identity. Listed below are selected free Books from our Top 100 Best Free Kindle Books list. Enjoy the best free books for Kindle to read with our new list of freebies for Tuesday. Using the last of her funds to buy a run-down cottage, Marisa struggles to heal from her past scars as she grows closer to her supportive sister
and troubled niece… and when the handsome widower Arnold walks into her life, she begins to rediscover what love and family really means. Rea Cherron Riser Marissa Nofer Shana Vernon Victoria C. As hostilities flare between the Mexican gang, the South American Cartel, and The Agency, it becomes a race against time to save Courtney and
Logan. Adventure. Book 7 of 13: Tall, Dark, and Deadly (Walker Security) The first book in Savage’s story… Rick Savage, but they call him Savage and for a reason. She strides towards the closest house… Trigger warning: This book features dragons. Perfect for fans of contemporary women’s fiction with heartwarming and wholesome romance, and a
gorgeous beachside setting, the Grayton Beach Series is a fun and memorable read that will delight readers looking for their emotional fix. Very special skills. May 3: Tuesday’s Best New Free Kindle Books The Best Free Kindle Books on Amazon delivered daily to your inbox since 2009! Enjoy these Free Books for Kindle (limited time offer). Callie
yearns for long, lazy days and pretty walks on the beach—blessed solitude and an escape from the pressures of her career and complications of her life. So when the daughter of a traitor shows up begging for sanctuary from the Russian mafia after her, I want to slam the door in her face. 4.4 stars on 1,048 reviews Thriller Book 3 of 4: Lassiter,
Solomon & Lord Legal Thrillers ★FROM THE AMAZON #1 BESTSELLING AUTHOR★ ★★Buckle up! It’s Lassiter vs. Visit our Our Current List of New Releases!. That particular door is proving to be a bit jammed and her savings account cushion is dwindling fast. Epic Fantasy, Fantasy, High Fantasy, Medieval Fantasy A kingdom in peril. On sale for
$0.99! Book 1 of 2: A Coldwater Mystery Bad things happen when a bioresearch research company on the verge of bankruptcy agrees to act as a conduit for anonymous shipments of vials, powders and Petri-dishes in exchange for quick cash. Have you tried countless other solutions, but nothing seems to work? Left alone and directionless in the
aftermath of her abusive husband’s death, widow Marisa Owens is given an opportunity to start fresh. A funny, compelling and canny courtroom thriller.” – Scott Turow All the author’s novels are stand-alones that may be enjoyed in any order. Clicking on a book cover or link will take you to the book on Amazon. He adores my curves. In 30-days’ time,
the pragmatic wisdom of the Stoa, accompanied by simple action steps in this book, will serve you to discover: The true secret to happiness and why it continues to elude so many people A two-step strategy to successfully control the impact of good and evil on your life… and the difference it makes to your personal growth The powerful resource that
transforms the human experience from compromise to grace How to combat your imagination when it becomes your worst enemy (hint: your desires play an essential role in this) A 5-steps plan for conquering worry before it gets out of control (inspired by Marcus Aurelius’ wisdom) “Why luck favors the prepared” (and how to prepare for your luck)
How to overcome self-doubt and be your own person, even if everyone is against you Seneca’s recipe to living a fuller, happier life (one “ingredient” only!) … and much, much more! Much about modern life can make you anxious or perpetually morose. The population of Malsham watches its blazing progress, before it crashes into the lake. The
pandemic forced leaders to pivot their business strategies and raised several questions. Click here to see all available books in The Carter Island Trilogy by Cate Beauman on Amazon. The rapid spread of Covid-19 has led to an enormous human toll and disruption of millions of lives, which resulted in significant economic damage across organizations.
But can the couple do anything to avert a war that’s been building for centuries? For centuries, the northern kingdom has faced constant attacks from hostile creatures in the surrounding wilderness. Can he even survive a high-pressure trial? Big problem for new prosecutor Jake Lassiter. Wolfe is a bravo and a rake according to his particular friend,
Benjamin Franklin, but it’s a devotion to honor that motivates Wolfe to sail for the colonies. What he experienced touched both his spirit and his soul. And, as with all Pat Adeff’s books, there’s a wedding at the end! Click here to see all available books in the Second Chances DO Happen! series by Pat Adeff on Amazon. Although the characters are
fictional, they represent financial situations that are commonplace in today’s world. He embraced it all. With her life turned upside down and the Nazi forces ever advancing, Josephine finds a new calling when she joins the French underground Resistance. Always verify the price before downloading from Amazon. Although Marc says they are
finished, Stacey has a hard time trusting him. Your Daily Dose of Stoic Wisdom will help you weather life’s storms and come out a better, happier person on the other side. And what better way to detect where improvement is needed than enlisting the very people turning the wheels? And I drool over her dad right in front of her eyes. Praise for The
Pennymores from early readers: “I’m more attached to it than any book I’ve read” – Jack (10) “My kids won’t stop talking about this book and these characters.” Nicole F. You know your friend is in debt up to their ears because of those vacations. Listed below are selected free Books from our Top 100 Best Free Kindle Books list. Enjoy the best free
books for Kindle to read with our new list of freebies for Saturday. Meanwhile the young Greek hero Theseus Aegeus tries to lay claim to Athens. Throughout this story, you will learn how directing your wealth through different methods of charitable giving, will allow you to control your assets, support the people and groups that you value you most,
and make a lasting impact on the world. David, mourning for his wife, returns to the town of his childhood: finding love and solace and escape. However, conducting them without a proper understanding of the measurement challenges can easily lead to misrepresentation and misapplication. New Book Releases for April We are highlighting two
exciting New Book Releases for April 2022 from our New Book Releases List (click to see all the new releases). He can make you laugh and then rip your heart out. COLDWATER REVENGE is an atmospheric mystery/thriller that takes place during a ten day period in the Fall of 2002. Life’s hard enough as a paranormal. 4.4 stars on 262 reviews
Contemporary Steamy Romance Part of: Forbidden Temptations (16 books) Daily schedule: Wake up Party Crush on the roommate’s dad Repeat I have one word for this messed up life of mine. Action. In “Overthinking Is Not the Solution,” you’ll discover: ● The essential attitudes that will help you overcome overthinking ● Ways to calm worrying and
steps to take for satisfactory stress management ● How to become the confident, strategic, and successful go-getter you’re meant to be ● The three forms of overthinking ● Easy ways to develop mental clarity in a noisy world ● The seven things you should know about how overthinking affects your present and messes with your health and future ●
Ways to master your emotions and live a purposeful life ● And so much more! Key Takeaways and Calls to Action are also included in each section to help you understand the overthinking mindset. Embarking to a beautiful seaside town on the Florida coast, Marisa must contend with a lifetime of pain and broken dreams as she attempts to rebuild
herself and create a new future. And some bad men. They quickly discover they’re messing with the wrong guy. Measure Up addresses just this, laying out crucial theoretical information and providing practical tools to help you master the art of organizational surveys. His father, the sea god Poseidon, orders him to complete a series of tasks. Can they
be the ones to solve a mystery for the ages—or will history repeat itself—once again? One Year. All books in this series stand alone and DO NOT have to be read in order. From Long Island, through the slave fields of Connecticut, to the seat of British power in Boston, Wolfe negotiates a dangerous tightrope between rebels and the Crown, until the
tightrope becomes a noose dragging him into a bloody revolution. For fans of James Rollins, Clive Cussler, and Preston & Child. With the mix use of different forms of writing that include poems, short stories and simple observations, in addition to its provocative images, The Four Seasons of Love is a fitting end to the series, yet it also stands alone, as
the best and most compelling of introductions. When she meets the arrogant but handsome Gabriel, she wants nothing to do with him – until he reveals a shocking secret about her adoptive family that puts her in grave danger. If you are looking for something new to read this is a great place to start. Lister sees and shares the hardships of travel,too.
Click here to see all available books in the Captain Sedition series by Kerry Fusaro on Amazon. After fourteen years away, nothing in America is as remembered, but it’s the ironically named Prudence, a childhood playmate grown into a beautiful and fiery insurrectionist, that may prove most problematic. It provides valuable guidance to leaders and
organizations about behaviors and actions that they can adopt during any crisis. The quiet days of autumn are about to befall the town—the way Nate and his fellow Sandersonians like it best. But being a hybrid or a halfling, things just get worse. And what will become of the budding romance between her and Arnold? Of Dolphins and Desires is a
thrilling, high-voltage romantic suspense novel that dives into yearnings of human nature. His accounts are raw and honest. This South of the Border action-adventure story takes you from the waves of the Pacific to the hope in Tiajuna to the courtrooms of California, where the clever and couragous hero and heroine must solve the mysteries if they
are to survive and be awarded their own desires. Battles between races, a royal wedding, family mysteries, and a prophecy that might not be fulfilled. The immortal shall die by the will of Persephone. All seem dour and foreboding. It’s a conflict he has no stake in and wants no part of, but there is no escape, only survival. This is NOT a cookie-cutter
guidebook. And after you have reached a certain level of material wealth and success – what happens next? Why did the attrition rate increase across industries during the Covid-19 pandemic? You will learn how to recognize common symptoms of overthinking and take control of your thoughts. Do you want to finally say goodbye to beating yourself up
over your “shortcomings” and discover something that works? Layne Mireille Chester Ruby St. George K. In The Conversation, Rafael Euba, Consultant and Senior Lecturer in Old Age Psychiatry, baldly states happiness isn’t a natural outcome of the human experience. And hope we don’t die trying. Live your marriage happily ever after!!! 4.3 stars on
6 reviews Romance, Single Women Fiction, Clean Romance Regular price $3.99. But if Cora wars, she risks hurting the land and people she loves amidst her deluge of fury. Paranormal Romance, Urban Fantasy Promotional price of only $0.99! As myths, legends, and ancient tales rise from the shadows, these heroes and heroines are left to face the
darkest challenges of them all. One look into her eyes and Kyle could see the pain, the fear…the desperation. On sale for $0.99! “We couldn’t put it down.” – New York Weekly “Exceptional” and “Filled with heart” – Latin Post The new fantasy series delighting fans of Harry Potter, Narnia, Percy Jackson, The School of Good and Evil, & the Hobbit. The
same girl who is about to lose her best friend and possibly the love of her life. The brother detectives of COLDWATER REVENGE face difficult moral choices when it appears the killer may be someone close to them. Guess who will have to toss her party schedule in the trash in less than nine months? For roughly two months Terry Lister traveled
across Senegal, Mauritania, the Gambia, Guinea and Guinea Bissau. This book is a must-read if you are interested in overcoming overthinking or coping with anxiety, stress, depression, or any other problem causing negative thought patterns. On sale for $0.99! What does it take to be a great leader in turbulent times? Callie’s pretty smiles hide
secrets—deep, dark mysteries that have the potential to rip apart their lives. Imagine how you’ll feel once you FINALLY learn how to become more confident in your choices, abilities, and dreams, feel more confident in your skin, and visualize how your life could change for the better. Kira Nyte Fiona McArthur Renee Hewett & Mandy Rosko Cassidy
K. The population has dwindled to a few hundred, and an army of savage humanoids threatens to wipe Talidith out forever. He is struck by the queen’s strength, beauty, and righteousness. I want to hate him. A peek into academia reveals clues that others missed. Both return to their beginnings. Lord help me, I’ve never stopped loving him. Twists and
turns and non-stop action hallmark this globe-trotting thriller—the tenth stand-alone novel from Best-Selling author Vince Milam, who has reset the standard for the genre. Two scientists become the world’s hottest commodity. On sale for $1.99! He’s undercover. Romantic Suspense. I’ll go the distance to see that our Irish legacy remains intact. Euba
describes happiness as a “mental construct” that has imprisoned many, causing them to believe that they have failed because their lives aren’t blissfully happy 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. This book will help you apply your learnings in practical ways that will guide you in building your roadmap for success. On sale for $0.99! Book 10 of 10: A
Case Lee Novel The stakes couldn’t be higher. 3.1 stars on 3 reviews Horror Regular price $2.99. They don’t look very (if at all) happy, you think. The glamor of a celebrity flitting down the red carpet, trailed by scores of paparazzi? 4.8 stars on 8 reviews Non-Fiction The comprehensive guide to understanding your employees and your organizational
climate. In comes Vince Ramsey, Israel’s top investigator and biblical scholar for matters like these. When the final straw hits and her computer crashes, another door just might be opening for her in the form of the cute computer geek that rushes to her rescue. 4.9 stars on 54 reviews Entrepreneurship, Business Development & Entrepreneurship,
Business & Investing, Motivational Self-Help, Self-Help, Investments, Business & Money, Personal Transformation This book is about the MINDSET and The NON-NEGOTIABLE daily HABITS I applied everyday in prison to make it thru Hell and stay sane while thriving? It’s an action adventure story for high fantasy lovers of all ages! Non-Fiction. …
The Four Seasons of Love was a rewarding experience for me, and I highly recommend it.” —Readers’ Favorite, 5 Stars “… an original and emotive expression of love through the changing seasons.” —SPR, ★★★★ April 28: Thursday’s Best New Free Kindle Books The Best Free Kindle Books on Amazon delivered daily to your inbox since 2009! Enjoy
these Free Books for Kindle (limited time offer). This “supernatural adventure story, filled with atmosphere, twists, the sublime and dripping with heart” (NY Weekly) features fast-paced action, surprising twists, spunky, funny, and relatable characters exploring fantastical magic and is perfect for fans of Harry Potter, Percy Jackson, Narnia, & The
School of Good & Evil. The explosion resurrects Lucy as a relentless fiery vampire. 4.8 stars on 13 reviews Middle Grade Fantasy Regular price $9.99. Pursuit changes to South America where Case, now on his own, chases down a thin lead with a gut feel something isn’t right. Sheriff Nathan Carter couldn’t be happier now that the height of the
summer season has finally come and gone. 4.8 stars on 23 reviews Historical Fiction Book 1 of 2: Captain Sedition BEST HISTORICAL FICTION 2021 – Indies Today In 1774, on the cusp of the American Rebellion, expatriate London courier, Joethan Wolfe, is called home to America. Is anyone on his side? Grayton Beach is where people go to heal. Her
dislike for Gabriel soon flourishes into love, but their romance is short lived as she sacrifices her own freedom to allow his escape. On sale for $2.99! Immersed in West Africa is a powerful on the ground diary of one man’s solo journey through West Africa. Listed below are selected free Books from our Top 100 Best Free Kindle Books list. Enjoy the
best free books for Kindle to read with our new list of freebies for Friday. You see, becoming the confident, successful, and motivated person you’ve always wanted to be doesn’t have to be a struggle. 4.5 stars on 9 reviews Dark Mafia Bad Boy Steamy Romance Promotional price of only $2.99! Heath My goal is to protect my family at all costs. Murder
suspects in a place turned inward by history and geography are of necessity friends, lovers and even family. Whether you are new to the trade or have been conducting surveys for years, learn what to do and how to do it so that you can take your organization to the next level professionally, using surveys to strengthen employee engagement and
employer branding. Click here to see all available books in A Coldwater Mystery series by James Ross on Amazon. Add a non-functioning relationship as well as a frozen laptop. So even if you’re constantly obsessing about challenges or doubting your capabilities, you can now walk with grace, live up to your potential, and develop a go-getter attitude
with “Overthinking Is Not the Solution.” If you’re ready to build toward your dreams, then scroll up and click “Add to Cart” NOW! Self Help. No matter what the outcome, Mount Olympus will have to contend with Cora, the goddess Persephone. I’ll do anything if he’ll help me—even be his little toy. Contrast this to the Stoics’ attitude that a happy life
results from managing one’s emotions, expectations, and reactions to external, lived reality. But these twisted nights aren’t helping me face reality—that my life is really over. Lead the Right Way with Empathy, Agility, and Resilience in Turbulent Times. Practice empathy, develop the art of self-awareness, understand unconscious biases, lead with
emotional agility, and bounce back with this powerful book! Are You Ready To Positively Change Your Life? Is it found in the fabulous vacation pictures on a friend’s social media feed? Prices of books can change at any time during the day. Charitable Giving empowers you to have a direct influence on the causes and people that are closest to your
heart! 4.1 stars on 68 reviews Travel Regular price $4.99. Courtney Swanson trains wild dolphins to detect drug drops off the coast of Baja, Mexico. This paranormal and urban fantasy romance anthology includes 19 brand new, never before published novels from today’s bestselling authors and exciting up-and-coming talent! Including all new stories
by…. Find yourself swept away today! Click here to see all available books in A Case Lee Novel series by Vince Milam on Amazon. On sale for $0.99! Part of: Stoicism Mastery (4 books) The problem isn’t that we are unhappy. The attraction between Logan and Courtney is explosive, just like those sent to detain them from crossing the border. No
evidence? On sale for $0.99! Paris, 1941. At the height of World War II, young and headstrong Josephine Portier is the protégé of a wealthy family in the highest echelons of Paris society. Disaster. One child is rescued, another is hidden. Charles presents you with a blueprint to happiness that will make your life more fulfilling with 25 proven ways to
reduce stress, eliminate negative thinking, develop mental clarity and master your emotions. If you are looking for something cozy, this really isn’t it. (San Diego) “I loved it so much that I read it again and again.” Kate (10) “Our class is in love with this book.” – Mary Ann M (8th grade English teacher, Oshkosh, WI) “I want to be a Pennymore sister.” –
Audrey (8) “Finally a new series for my kids who read every Harry Potter, Percy Jackson, Lord of the Rings, and Narnia book.” Jeff K. Welcome to TASTy: “The Awesome Science Team!” where esteemed scientist Elizabeth is busy working on her groundbreaking inventions while helping children from all over the world understand and deal with their
feelings. It started with mystery and misdirection and shadowland fog. The Stars Series Boxed Set is an immersive two-book science fiction romance full of mystery, space travel, and alien beings. But now she is given a chance of retribution… On a cold October night, there is a light in the sky. A forbidden stronghold. This charming clean romance, set
around the Balboa and Newport beach communities, involves extended families as well as their furry family members too. If she cannot stave off invasion, Zeus will finally have victory over the nymphs. Can we overcome these trials…or are the odds stacked too high against us? Rumored to be the most dangerous of the Connolly triplets. This is
travelling at its most essential. Recovering from injuries inflicted by a Cartel, Logan Phelps volunteers for an undercover assignment. Part of the problem of the current condition is what we perceive happiness to be. Contracted to find a missing scientist, Case quickly discovers the espionage world has become unhinged. 4.1 stars on 6 reviews Self
Help Regular price $4.99. Which prompts the question: what does it mean to be happy? Immersed in West Africa unveils the Africa beyond the big tours, inspiring travelers to step out with courage and faith to experience the reality of life in West Africa beyond the classic tourist brochure. So very hungry… Okay, so you’ve clicked on “Read more” and
want to know further details about my novel: Floating Hair is a gothic horror novel, with a female perspective, set in north-eastern United States. Click here to see all available books in the Forbidden Temptations series by Sofia Summers on Amazon. Unless my childhood friend turned enemy, turned lover chooses to save it.Top of Form If enemies to
lovers with all the steamy, gritty passion of dark mafia romance are your thing, 1-Click RUTHLESS now and kick off your affair with the dark underworld of the Connolly brothers. While completing one, Theseus meets Cassandra in Atlantis. The Best of the New Free eBooks for Kindle. May 4: Wednesday’s Best New Free Kindle Books The Best Free
Kindle Books on Amazon delivered daily to your inbox since 2009! Enjoy these Free Books for Kindle (limited time offer). This time I’m not sure I’ll survive. But he has an ace in the hole—his ex-Delta teammates join him and demonstrate to the espionage world they still have special skills. Unlike his people, he does not wish her or her subjects harm.
He nurtures the crazy side of me. Lives are lost, others are saved, and some are brought together to create a bond between hearts and planets. THE WORLD IS ON … THE BRINK When a young archaeologist discovers the earliest known cave painting hidden deep within the heart of Africa, she suddenly becomes the target of a sinister organization.
The ups and downs of travel, the people, the transport, the weather, the food, the haggling. And what about his ex-fiancée who, for some reason, does not seem to be totally out of the picture. Is he being played again? But can she let go of her past? What should have been a simple information gathering mission turns into a run for the border. I have
ever reason to hate him, but I can’t. Thriller. The young fisherman Aedan, along with his father, must retreat with the rest of the population to the Undercastle to wait out the invasion, hoping for help from the outside. In a city ravaged by war, Josephine is drawn into a dangerous game of survival, in which losing is simply not an option. April 29:
Friday’s Best New Free Kindle Books The Best Free Kindle Books on Amazon delivered daily to your inbox since 2009! Enjoy these Free Books for Kindle (limited time offer). In that moment before impact, some become psychically bound: their lives forever linked. But nothing ends up quite the way Nate expects when he meets the beautiful blond with
the big blue eyes. Listed below are selected free Books from our Top 100 Best Free Kindle Books list. Enjoy the best free books for Kindle to read with our new list of freebies for Wednesday. What type of leadership do you need in a moment that demands adaptive change? In fact, Stacey and Marc hit it off pretty good – right up until Stacey discovers
he has a secret identity. Everything Changes. “Fascinating, fully developed characters and smart, well-paced dialogue keep the pages turning.” – Publisher’s Weekly (★starred review★) “BUM DEAL is the real deal. This was the real Africa. O’Connor & Sheri Lyn Krista Ames Stephanie Hansen Mia Ellas Ryan Southwick C.A. King Charlie Nottingham
Emma B. We’ll risk it all—even our lives—to find out. Charitable Giving empowers you to have a direct influence on the causes and people that are closest to your heart! 5.0 stars on 4 reviews Women’s Fiction Promotional price of only $0.99! The Complete Series Collection – Includes all 6 Books in “Sunset Coast Cottage – Grayton Beach Series” She
has a chance at a new life. Can they escape from all who wish them harm? Their only hope is the Undercastle, a subterranean fortress built long ago to protect the people during an invasion. But not all travel is endless sunsets and warm experiences in the presence of beautiful people. Short Stories, Poetry The Four Seasons of Love is the final
installment in the Words and Graphics concept series that tells a coming-of-age story—of an adult who unexpectedly becomes a dad and then reverts to a childlike state of being. We don’t fit in anywhere, our powers are thwarted or out of control, and everyone wants us dead. Lister shows us that while Africa is still the brunt of many jokes and
misconceptions, the five countries he visits should be high up your personal list of must visit places. It’s that we expect to be happy all of the time… “Happiness is the ultimate goal of stoicism.” You see this, and then you look at the stone busts of Stoicism’s leading proponents: Seneca, Epictetus, Marcus Aurelius. 4.4 stars on 1,022 reviews Romance.
Buy The Romance Writer and the Geek for all the emotional highs, lows, and in-between’s that love seems to bring into daily life for all of us, blended with a dash of humor and spice, as well as a little swing dancing. Coral Red is book III, the final book in The Azure Series trilogy. Until I look into those eyes I knew so well in our younger days. On sale
for $0.99! Floating Hair is a bleak, brutal, and unsettling horror novel. She trusts me too much to notice it. On sale for $0.99! Part of: Second Chances DO Happen! (4 books) Take your basic wanna-be romance writer – with writer’s block. My MINDSET while INCARCERATED and these HABITS I stick to religiously made me a Multi-Millionaire within’
4 years and I did it saving lives all over the world!!! 5.0 stars on 1 reviews Parenting & Relationships, Marriage & Long-Term Relationships, Family & Relationships, Healthy Relationships, Health, Fitness & Dieting, Relationships, Marriage Why does the importance of God’s assistance in our daily lives be so crucial? A hot trail develops, leading Case
and his pursuers into the Idaho wilderness. Actually, she’s kinda having to pry it open – with a crowbar – and maybe some incendiary devices.
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